This report summarizes a survey of several new methods for obtaining mechanical and rheological properties of single biological cells, in particular: 1. The use of laser Doppler vibrometry (LDV) to measure the natural vibrations of certain cells. 2. The development of a novel micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS) for obtaining high-resolution force-displacement curves. 3. The use of the atomic force microscope (AFM) for cell imaging 4. The adaptation of a novel squeezing-flow technique to micro-scale measurement.
detected clearly with recent instrumentation. The LDV has been reported to detect motions of certain biological cells indirectly through the motion of a probe. In this project, trials on Saccharomyces cerevisiae tested and rejected the hypothesis that the LDV could measure vibrations of the cell membranes directly.
The MEMS investigated in the second technique is a polysilicon surface-micromachined force sensor that is able to measure forces to a few pN in both air and water. The simple device consists of compliant springs with force constants as low as 0.3 milliN/m and Moiré patterns for nanometer-scale optical displacement measurement. Fields from an electromagnet created forces on magnetic micro beads glued to the force sensors. These forces were measured and agreed well with finite element prediction. It was demonstrated that the force sensor was fully functional when immersed in aqueous buffer. These results show the force sensors can be useful for calibrating magnetic forces on magnetic beads and also for direct measurement of biophysical forces on-chip.
The use of atomic force microscopy (AFM) for profiling the geometry of red blood cells was the third technique investigated here. An important finding was that the method commonly used for attaching the cells to a substrate actually modified the mechanical properties of the cell membrane. Thus, the use of the method for measuring the mechanical properties of the cell may not be completely appropriate without significant modifications.
The latest of the studies discussed in this report is intended to overcome the drawback of the AFM as a means of measuring mechanical and rheological properties. The squeezingflow AFM technique utilizes two parallel plates, one stationary and the other attached to an AFM probe. Instead of using static force-displacement curves, the technique takes advantage of frequency response functions from force to velocity. The technique appears to be quite promising for obtaining dynamic properties. More research is required to develop this technique. 
Nomenclature

Report Introduction
Motivation
Knowledge of the mechanical and rheological properties of biological cells is extremely important, partly because the mechanical properties are related to the functioning of the cells and to pathological conditions such as infection [1] and diabetes [2] . Consider for example the red blood cell (RBC). The role of red blood cells is to transport materials, notably oxygen, through the body. During the flow of red blood cells through capillaries, the cells are subjected to different types of deformations that are closely related to the mechanical properties of the cell membranes. Thus, the mechanics of red blood cells has been an intense subject of research over the years. Many publications in the literature (e.g. [3] ) describe methods and results from testing red blood cells. Recent advances in microsystems science and technology can, and should, be leveraged to improve the quality and practicality of the existing methods.
Recent progress in microstructures and nanotechnology has spawned very promising static and dynamic methods for measuring biological cells' mechanical properties such as the moduli of elasticity and viscoelastic parameters. Some of those novel methods were explored in this project. The static methods involve the measurement of force-vsdisplacement curves at near-zero velocity. The dynamic methods measure forces and/or velocities of oscillations in the cell membranes. The oscillations can be spontaneous or induced by external sources. The properties of the oscillations have been related to the cell membrane's elastic properties [2] and to nano-mechanical processes in the cell [4] .
Scope of Work
The project explored the potential of a few new methods to obtain mechanical and rheological properties of single biological cells. It also attempted to develop a new method that has the potential to overcome the drawbacks of the existing methods. After a literature survey of the state of the art, the project investigated the following:
1. The use of laser Doppler vibrometry (LDV) to measure vibrations in certain cells. 2. The development of a novel micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS) for obtaining high-resolution force-displacement curves. 3. The use of an atomic force microscope (AFM) probe for profiling the shape of the biological cells. 4. The development of a novel squeezing-flow technique using microsystems.
The LDV technique was used to investigate the recent finding reported in the literature that the membranes of certain biological cells vibrate spontaneously, and that the vibration can be detected clearly with recent instrumentation. A previous publication reported that the LDV was successful in measuring motions of certain biological cells indirectly through the motion of a probe. The project in this report tested the possibility that the LDV could measure vibrations of the cell membranes of Saccharomyces cerevisiae without a probe.
The MEMS investigated in the second technique is a polysilicon surface-micromachined force sensor that is able to measure very small forces in both air and water. The simple device consists of extremely compliant springs and of Moiré patterns for nanometer-scale optical displacement measurement. Force fields from an electromagnet were used to create forces on magnetic micro beads glued to the force sensors. These forces were measured and compared with finite element prediction. Potential uses of the sensor will be discussed.
The use of atomic force microscopy (AFM) for profiling the geometry of red blood cells was investigated as the third technique. The project investigated the possibility that the method commonly used for attaching the cells to a substrate actually modified the mechanical properties of the cell membrane. If that is true, then the use of the method for measuring the mechanical properties of the cell may not be completely appropriate without significant modifications.
The last of the studies discussed in this report is intended to overcome some drawbacks of the AFM as a means of measuring mechanical and rheological properties. The squeezing-flow AFM technique utilizes two parallel plates, one stationary and the other attached to an AFM probe. Instead of using static force-displacement curves, the technique takes advantage of frequency response functions from force to displacement. A scaled-up version of this technique is shown to be successful in obtaining dynamic properties in millimeter-sized capsules made of biological materials. More development is required to adapt this technique to micro-scale measurements. 
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Laser Doppler Vibrometry
Introduction
Pelling et al. [1] used the atomic force microscope (AFM) to detect spontaneous mechanical vibrations of the yeast cell. The cell was fixed to a filter pore. An AFM probe was placed on the cell. The motion of the probe tip was captured using photodiodes. The study showed the motions to be almost purely sinusoidal, with amplitudes ranging from 0.5 nm to about 5 nm. The frequency was a function of temperature, ranging from 873Hz at 22 Alster et al. [2] showed that the human red blood cell (RBC) vibrates (flickers). They used a method based on point dark-field microscopy and recorded the image intensity from the RBC as a function of time. The amplitude of the displacement-induced intensity variation was 18.7% +/-1.75% in non-diabetic patients and 13.9% +/-1.7% in diabetic patients. From the frequency difference, they conclude that diabetes reduces the bending compliance of the RBC, thereby reducing the RBC's ability to pass through capillaries that are narrower than its own diameter.
The method used by Pelling et al. [1] required very precise and rigorous preparation. And although it was said to be "non-intrusive", it involves mechanical contact and interaction with the AFM probe tip. The method used by Alster et al. [2] did not show motion of the cell directly. Instead, it inferred the vibration based on the oscillation of the light intensity. An alternative to the two methods was a method that would not require mechanical contact, and had been shown to measure mechanical motion reliably. Below is the description of our attempt to detect the mechanical motion of biological cells using the Laser Doppler vibrometer (LDV).
The Structural Mechanics group at SNL has utilized the LDV to obtain various measurements of motions of micro electro-mechanical systems (MEMS). The LDV measures velocity by measuring the Doppler shift frequency between a laser beam reflected by the moving surface and a reference laser beam from the same source. The LDV has also been used to measure motions of biological tissues [3] , by measuring an AFM probe attached to the tissues [4] . The purpose of this section is to present an attempt to explore the possibility of using the LDV for measuring vibrations of individual biological cells, directly, without the use of contacting probes. Brewer's yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) cell was used as an example following Pelling et al. [1] .
Test Procedure
A Polytec
TM MSV 600 Laser Doppler Vibrometer system was used with several laser transducers including a DD-300-HF displacement transducer module with a range of75nm to +75nm and a bandwidth of 20MHz. The LDV was integrated into the optical train of a microscope. S. cerevisiae (Carolina Biologicals) was streaked on MV Media (Carolina Biologicals, 24mg/500ml) in a Petri dish at room temperature. The thickness of the streaks was varied. After 24 hours, the grown colonies were examined under an optical microscope (Figures 2.1 and 2.2). Many of the colonies, especially large ones, were aggregates of several layers of cells. For each targeted cell, hundreds of time-domain measurements were averaged. Several averaging methods were used, including the amplitude-only averaging and peak averaging.
Result and Conclusion
A typical discrete Fourier transform of the LDV signal from a single cell is shown in Figure 2 .6. That spectrum appeared to be the same as a spectrum obtained from the measurement on a part of the culture medium that had no cell (Figure 2.7) . Both spectra appeared to show only the noise floor of the system. Thus, we did not observe any prominent periodic oscillation described in the literature [1] . At this time, we are still investigating the possible reasons why the LDV did not detect the cell oscillations. 
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MEMS Force Sensor
Introduction
Magnetic microspheres have been used in a variety of intra-cellular and molecular biophysics applications [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . However, their utility depends on the ability to apply wellcontrolled and calibrated forces. Popular calibration methods have relied on inference of force from Stokes drag [3,4,and 8] and Brownian dynamics [1] , while other methods have used calibrated microneedles [6, 9] , gravity [10] or known properties of polymers [11] . While useful, these methods have drawbacks in some cases. In the case of Stokes drag calibration, the particle radius and solvent viscosity must be known accurately, and also the magnetic particle may travel a large distance compared with the particle diameter, leading to complications when the field gradient is large. When using Brownian dynamics, the length of the tether must be measured or deduced, and the temperature must be well controlled. To address these complications, we have designed, fabricated and tested a compliant surface-micromachined spring with which the lateral force field of an electromagnet on a single magnetic microparticle can be calibrated. This provides a simple force calibration method that does not depend on particle shape, polymer tethers of known length, or solvent conditions. Furthermore, the spring is sensitive enough to allow characterization of single bead, and therefore bead to bead variation.
Description of the Device
The principle of our device is similar to previous reports using long glass cantilevers [6, 9] , but with some important distinctions. While a long glass fiber is ideal for placing a microsphere into a very small gap, the fibers must also be calibrated for each fiber and may not have an easily controlled spring constant. In the device we describe here, the spring constant can be chosen by design, and furthermore, can be accurately verified by on-chip calibration. Furthermore, the device can operate both in air and water, leading to future possibilities of directly measuring biophysical forces on-chip with multiple adjustable sensors. It is fabricated by surface micromachining methods [12] , and the structural material is polycrystalline silicon (polysilicon). The spring constant of the grating can be calculated from ( )
where E = 164 GPa is Young's modulus, w = 1 µm is the nominal line width, ∆w = 0.2 µm is the decrease in the nominal line width due to processing, t =2.25 µm is the spring thickness and L o and L i are the respective lengths of the outer and inner spring beams. The displacement sensor is comprised of an object grating attached to the end of the spring and a reference grating attached to the substrate. To make a displacement measurement, we compare the relative phase of the two gratings. Using a 50X objective, by applying sub-pixel interpolation and by virtue of averaging over the many pixels of the periodic grating, we can detect phase to one part in one thousand. Given the grating pitch of 2.5 µm, this translates to 2.5 nm in-plane measurement resolution. Force resolution is then the product of the displacement resolution and the spring constant.
Magnetic Force Measurements
Using two micromanipulators and pulled-glass fibers, we affixed with vacuum grease (Dow brand) individual beads (Dynal M270 streptavidin, product #653.05, lot# F72000) to a desired location on the MEMS force sensor with approximately 5 µm precision. We also used the micro-spring to calibrate the force field on a single bead for various currents and axial displacements from the pole, as shown by filled circles in Figure 3 .4. The data are for axial displacements of (from top) 167, 207, 247, 307, 407, 607, 1007 µm.) For a given distance, the data represent a single current sweep (0 to 10 A), and the same bead and sensor were used for all data. Prior to each current sweep, the magnet was degaussed with a decaying 100 Hz current. As expected, due to remanence in the iron core, the return sweeps (not shown) showed significant hysteresis. The data compare well with values calculated with finite element modeling [16] . Another feature of the spring force transducer is its relative insensitivity to environmental conditions such as temperature and solvent. Importantly, using a simple flow cell, we rendered the surface hydrophilic with an ozone treatment, then hydrated the device and demonstrated retention of full functionality. The hydrated force measurements were unchanged and noise was significantly damped compared with operation in air. We found that the major source of noise was stray air currents. Because results in buffer were the same as in air, it was not necessary to hydrate the device to characterize our magnet.
In addition to this example, there are other possible advantages to on-chip real-time force sensing. As seen in Figure 3 .4 the force for this magnet can vary by as much as a factor of two across a distance of 40 microns, so one would need to accurately know the position of the magnet relative to the bead in order to know the force from magnet current alone. Real time force sensing would obviate the need to know the precise location of the bead and magnet properties.
More information on the new MEMS force sensor can be found in [16] .
Conclusion
We have shown that a simple micromachined force sensor can be used to characterize individual micron-scale magnetic particles and also to map the magnetic force field of an electromagnet. In the current implementation, the spring constant is accurately determined via the fabricated line width and design parameters, but future designs will incorporate on-chip self calibration. Self-calibration combined with the insensitivity to temperature and buffer conditions make the force sensor an attractive alternative to standard calibration techniques. We anticipate using the device for characterization of other commercial and custom microsphere preparations and other electromagnet designs. Furthermore, we anticipate incorporating the force sensor into future MEMS designs which will be used to measure biophysical forces in real time for a variety of biomolecular and sub-cellular processes.
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Atomic Force Microscopy
Introduction
Most of the previous work on red blood cells using AFM focused on imaging cells that had been fixed with cross linking agents such as glutaraldehyde [1] . These agents are excellent for fixing the cells and imaging them, however they significantly alter the properties of the cell membranes, complicating the study of the membranes' mechanical properties. During scanning, attached red blood cells are subjected to considerable forces applied by the AFM tip which detach the cells from the attachment surface (glass cover slip in our tests). That movement of the cells precludes the application of local forces that allow one to study the rheology of the cell membrane.
Attachment Protocol
Preliminary work was conducted to establish a protocol that allows attachment of the cells that could sustain the forces applied during scanning. The protocol is given below:
1.
Coat glass with poly-l-lysine 0.02% for 15min. Rinse in double distilled water and allow it to dry at room temperature.
2.
Pellet Mount the glass in the chamber with fresh PBS and observe.
Note: *Acrolein could be replaced by glutaraldehyde. Figure 4 .5 shows AFM images of a group of red blood cells that have been attached to the glass cover. The cells were attached following the protocol given above, however, no cross-linking agent was used. The proposed attachment protocol provides a methodology to attach cells without affecting their properties. In order to measure the viscoelastic properties of the red blood cell membranes it is important that they be not modified. The image include dimensions of the cells about 6-7 m µ in diameter and 3 m µ height. One of the red blood cells was identified for further studies and the image plotted as an amplitude plot. Here the dimension in the z direction is given by the amplitude of the tip displacement in the z direction, which in this case (about 3.2 nm) is considerable lower than the thickness of the cell. That image is illustrated in Figure 4 .5. Attempts were made to obtain force-vs-displacement curves for this individual cell, but they were not successful due to the lack of an appropriate calibration procedure. A proper calibration procedure is being evaluated at the moment. 
Conclusion
AFM imaging without a cross-linking agent did not reveal normal shapes. The crosslinking agent required in current procedures of attaching the cells to the substrate modifies the physical properties of the RBC. If the purpose of the AFM probing is related to the measurement of physical properties, then the current procedure for sample attachment is not likely to be appropriate. A new technique for using the AFM probe for measuring physical properties needs to be developed.
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Squeeze-Flow Technique
Introduction
The purpose of developing the squeeze-flow technique is to overcome the drawback of using AFM imaging as part of measuring mechanical properties of the biological cell, especially of the red blood cell. Biological cells have a structure that resembles capsules consisting of an internal deformable material enclosed by a semipermeable membrane. The primary role of the membrane is to confine and protect the encapsulated material as well as controlling the exchange of the capsule content and the environment [1] . Red blood cells are a typical example of these natural capsules. The role of the red blood cells is to transport materials, notably oxygen, through the body. During the flow of red blood cells through arteries, veins and capillaries the cells are subjected to different types of deformations that are closely related to the mechanical properties of the cell membranes. Thus, the area concerning the mechanics of red blood cells and the study of flow of blood in narrow tubes has been very active over the years. Secomb [2] describes methods and results from testing red blood cells. In general most of the methods described involve complex mechanical models, in fact a two phase system including complex geometries. However, with the aim of modeling these complex systems many assumptions have been relied on, in particular those concerning the application of axisymmetric geometry to the cells. Methods to test capsules have been also described by Barthes-Biesel [1] . Among many of the methods described, the squeezing of these capsules between two plates at a constant velocity appears to be the one that can provide better results and more fundamentals measurements due to the fact that strains and stresses can be better defined in this geometry. Results of the mechanical testing are generally reported as the squeezing force versus a parameter defined as the relative flattening of the capsule. Testing is generally carried out until the membrane bursts. This test can then be classified as a destructive test so it is not amenable to monitor changes in the mechanical properties of the cell membranes due to the action of different environments and conditions. The squeezing flow method has been used extensively for testing bio and food materials and its application has been described by Campanella and Peleg [3] .
At Purdue University, we have developed a modified squeezing flow technique. Essentially the geometry is similar than that described by Barthes-Biesel but the type of deformation is different because it consists on the application of sinusoidally timevarying small strains to the sample. Details of the methodology are described by Mert [4] . The new methodology has the advantage of being non-destructive so it allows one the study of systems without affecting their structure, i.e. it is amenable to monitor changes of the mechanical properties due to environmental changes. It is envisaged that the developed system can be attached to an Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) which may serve the dual purpose of imaging the cells and determining their mechanical properties.
Adaptation to Micro-Scale Measurements
The main objective of this work is to develop models that can describe the rheology of biological cells using the squeezing flow geometry by building a micro-squeezing flow device or an attachment for our AFM instrument. In order to test the feasibility of using the squeezing flow geometry and the newly developed method [4] for testing biological cells, we produced artificial cells (see Figure 5 .1) of approximately 2mm diameter surrounded by membranes with different thickness using the gelation reaction Sodium Alginate-Calcium [5] . As depicted in the figure, the membrane thickness is a function of how long the reaction between the sodium alginate and the calcium ions takes place. Longer reaction times result in capsules with thicker membranes. The thicknesses of the membranes for different reaction times were measured using a digital caliper. The test setup is illustrated in Figure 5 .2. We used a function generator, a power amplifier and a piezoelectric actuator to generate a band-limited random frequency excitation. An impedance head was used to measure the resulting force and velocity of the top moving plate. A stepping motor is used to set the initial (DC offset) displacement of the capsule. Figure 2 consists of a step motor (to control the separation between plates), a piezoelectric actuator, an impedance head and two parallel plates. The load cell attached is used to ensure that the tested material is fully relaxed prior the test. The measured complex mechanical impedance of the tested material can be expressed in the frequency domain as:
In the above equation F and û are the complex force and velocity respectively obtained by the Fourier Transformation of the measured force and velocity. R is the resistance of the material due to damping, whereas m and s are the mass and spring stiffness of the tested material, and ω is the radian frequency of the harmonic oscillation.
For fluid samples we have developed appropriate equations that have in consideration the flow of fluids between the two plates. Currently we are developing equations that can be applied to capsule-like samples. In the mean time, we have tested artificial alginatecalcium capsules surrounded by membranes of different thickness using this modified squeezing flow apparatus. The results are illustrated in Figure 5 .3. The curves indicate different reaction times between alginate and a calcium salt (CaCl 2 ). Longer reaction times result in capsules with thicker membranes. As indicated in the figure distinctive resonant peaks are observed for each sample. Since samples with longer reaction times have thicker and stiffer membranes, they exhibit a higher elastic behavior which is represented by the shifting to the right of the resonance frequency. Appropriate equations (work in progress) will allow us to estimate the viscoelastic properties of the capsules from the mobilities depicted in Figure 5 .3.
Future Work
Work is in progress at Purdue University for adapting the squeeze-flow technique to micro-scaled measurement for single cells. The design of a special attachment to an AFM probe is almost completed. Also in progress is the development of constitutive equations to describe the rheology of the red blood cells during squeezing and/or compression by the AFM probe fitted with the special attachment.
Report Conclusions
A typical discrete Fourier transform of the LDV signal from a single cell did not show any prominent periodic oscillation described in the literature. Further investigation is necessary to find the reason why the LDV did not detect the cell oscillations.
The MEMS force-displacement sensor developed in the project can be used to characterize individual micron-scale magnetic particles and also to map the magnetic force field of an electromagnet. In the current implementation, the spring constant is accurately determined via the fabricated line width and design parameters, but future designs will incorporate on-chip self calibration. Self-calibration combined with the insensitivity to temperature and buffer conditions make the force sensor an attractive alternative to standard calibration techniques. We anticipate using the device for characterization of other commercial and custom microsphere preparations and other electromagnet designs.
AFM imaging of the red blood cell without a cross-linking agent did not reveal normal shapes. The cross-linking agent required in current procedures of attaching the cells to the substrate modifies the physical properties of the RBC. If the purpose of the AFM probing is related to the measurement of physical properties, then the current procedure for sample attachment is not likely to be appropriate. A new technique for using the AFM probe for measuring physical properties needs to be developed.
The four techniques identified in this $100,000/one-year exploratory project have very good potential to develop into powerful experimental tools. Obviously, much more research is required.
